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DEDICATION TO THE SEARCH by Mike Duffy
The determination of self is the responsibility of each individual.Every man at some time must commit himself to his final end. Before he can reasonably make the commitment he must attempt to explore the expanse of his own person, thus initiating the search for self identity which lasts the lifetime, for the final decision must be entirely his own. He asks, ’’Quo vadis?”He has begun. To dodge the question means limbo, eternal non-commitment; to refuse the rational response - hell, eternal dislocation.Thus the ultimate questions must be formulated and answered. Every man must wrench himself from the crowd and seek out his meaning, his reason for existence, his final end. Salvation in the final analysis is personal. Truth may be universally presented, but it’s acceptance is the task of the individual The man who fails to wonder wanders blindly, sheep-like, never rises to the stature of a man. He remains content with shadows dancing clumsily on cave walls, happy with reflections, never imagining that sunlight exists. This man blindly assents only because he has been warned he shall be damned if he fails to make the proper response. Unquestioned belief is never human. Reason will lead us to a point and to that point we are bound to go, then only to make the leap to faith or doom, and not before.We must begin the questing now, when direction and aids are at hand. Man cannot remain entirely alone in his search. Through guidance we may learn the questions to ask and not to ask. Man, completely on his own, tends to strangle on the picayune, to founder on the trivia of unimportant issues, to while away a lifetime worrying whether animals possess intelligence. Here, while still in school, we can be pointed to the proper paths, a direction may be given to the search. But, we must be ready to accept the direction offered, willing to follow for a time so that finally, when the answers appear, we may recognize them, grasp for them and make them our own. Thus the school becomes the beginning. A full understanding of self remains unattainable in this life, yet some of the depths may be uncovered, some of the mysteries discovered through thought and self-expression.Self-expression, then, is itself an aid in the search. The ability to transfer one’s ideas to another through an art form makes of the person a creator. The ego has reshaped, re-thought an idea and expressed it. It is something new, an old truth viewed in a new fashion, discovered to have yet another application. Creation brings to the creator an awareness of individuality. Expression alone, however, is not enough - it becomes necessary that
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another consider the idea and make it his own. This is the only creation proper to man - the creation of a new idea in the mind of another.The authors of the following pages have begun the search, they are trying to see themselves at a point in time and space. To achieve a true perspective, a man must go outside himself, place himself in an historical context. He seeks the personal relationship between himself and the world. He secures his line on the firm rock of reality before beginning the descent into the cavern of his meaning, refusing the temptation to tie to the tall but rootless tree of Idealism. Thus many of the articles deal with the regional culture, the Western man. The writers have chosen to portray their region, that they may view themselves living within a particular era, placed In a particular area. Some have already turned inward and explored the depths of self, seeking the spark in the handful of dust. Some have looked to poets and novelists of the past and present to learn and delight in discovering a part of themselves and their ideas in the creations of others.But all have set out on a quest to discover their own meaning, their reason for existence, their final end. Through their poetry and prose, they have produced expressions of the self; they have created so that they might go deeper Into their own significance and also that they might aid others in their individual search.

TRAPPED by Frank Seitz
The menacing thunderclouds choked the sunlight before its gleaming beams could penetrate the stained glass windows in the crowded Catholic Church. In the first eleven pews sat the tense gradeschool Confirmation class. The boys squirmed in their itchy wool suits on the right side of the main aisle while on the other side the girls prayed piously in their lace dresses and white cotton stockings. Sister Mercedes, who was director of the fifth and sixth grade classes to be confirmed, scanned her charges with a critical eye from her seat in back of the Confirmation class. Being a clever and sometimes sneaky nun, she placed all the smart students In the first two rows, so when the bishop appeared, he would ask them most of the catechism questions.Since I preferred playing basketball to studying such tidbits as the Gifts of the Holy Ghost, I occupied the place In the last row directly in front of Sister Mercedes.The pipe organ blasted a series of complicated chords as the bishop strolled through the sacristy door, genuflected at the main altar and turned to face the congregation. He didn8t look as mean as I thought he would but he had the same kind of clever smile as Sister Mercedes. His Excellency took a few steps toward the communion rail, folded his arms, and began to speak. He stressed how important the Sacrament of Confirmation was for our salvation and
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how we had prepared ourselves through study to be able to defend our Holy Faith and to recieve this great sacrament. The rest of the words passed over me as I felt a sense of shame descend upon me for my previous lack of inner dedication. Like my pal Dick had said, I was certainly going to Hell for not studying my catechism.My attention snapped back to His Excellency as he began the questioning.A cold shiver crawled down my back as I realized my insecure position. Not only was I damned for eternity, but the possibility of the bishop asking me a question flashed into my mind. I turned partially around in my seat for a reassuring glance from Sister, but she had her veiled head bowed in prayer.My blue tie tightened around my neck like the noose of a hangman’s rope as I realized that I was lost. The bishop had changed his tactics and was shooting questions at students all around me, even in the back row. Then the blond boy beside me rose to his feet and recited an answer. ’’Dear Lord,” I panted to myself, ’’Please don’t let His Excellency ask me a question!” Before 1 could offer the Lord a bribe for mercy, the grey-haired cleric pointed his finger at me and said in a crackling voice, ’’Name the Theological Virtues.” I bolted to my feet with a completely blank mind. My memory began to probe into the past, seeking out the desired information but nothing was uncovered involving any virtue. I could feel the hard eyes of Sister Mercedes burning into my back as I stammered for an answer. The bishop’s eyes lashed me with an icy glare that seemed to freeze any sound that I could make. After several moments of patient waiting, His Excellency directed the same question to a fat, stubby girl in the front row who clipped off the answer promptly.I sank limply into my seat, feeling like the lowest creature on earth.

THE EUCHARIST by Catherine Connell
Golden,Honey-sweet,Reapers lay thee At my feet.Crimson,Softly flowing Warmth with shadows Deep entwined.Forever In an instant Breath of time.
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STARS(I am not ray own.)

Things didn’t hatch

ughfe meanly, by me,

by Tom Tokarski

flower rose by my sad pose,
Sagged.
Near the ground I met
Sun-white.
It sung in the breeze,
Swung
To a joyful sea (I could not
And spent
My dream on fare.

f your own I am and

ToXsweetly find that star

Me rears

The dull chords, worryto^n my arched desire

At/bast,\I thought, precipitates

rea^ the sea, pale sank

are the means of spent dreams,

The weep that bleeds the vain vision,



A FROSTY LANE by Celeste Diekhans
The old grandmother moon pulled its quilted clouds closer over its pale and wrinkled countenance. All the leaves were gone now and the deep black velvet sky rested heavily on the haggard branches. The whole world was enveloped in snow. The air was painfully crisp and it tinged my nose as I strode homeward. Prisms danced in circles around the glaring street lamps and-glistening webs shone fitfully about the craggy bark of the trees.The snow crunched angrily under my invading boots when I walked upon the already trodden snow. When I came to our lane,where the snow was freshly fallen, my footfalls lost their surging anger and a padded quietness took over; every snowflake lay as it had fallen, glowing under the withering moon.Wherever dips or coulees lay, deep blue shadows flared up, enhancing the quiet beauty of a snowy evening.Everything was quiet. The stars twinkled so brightly I could almost hear them. The snowflakes floated slowly down to earth as gently as the frosty miniature feathers they were. The rush of homebound wings of the owl filled the air but was quickly gone. Somewhere within the sleeping town far down the valley a bell tolled evenly and quietly, traveling swiftly across the frosty air, filling the night with a clear rich tone, echoing across the snow* fields.The moon grew older and older and the horizon darkened. The road stretched endlessly on; still only my trail broke the pure powdered carpet.Close-by now, a clump of bushes loomed out of the darkness and somewhere above a huge snowbank the eaves of a cabin displayed large gleaming icicles hanging like the jagged teeth of a cavernous mouth. The snow was packed hard around the cabin door and once again snow squealed angrily when I walked upon it. The windows were steamed over and firelight flickered aimlessly, playing with the blue shadows in the snow outside.I was glad the road home was not longer, for even though the world out* side was beautiful, my nose was numb and my cold toes stung.

SUMMERTIME by Gail Olson
When I lived life fully and unaware of all that failed to enter into my little sphere of existence, I knew of nothing but a simple and direct acceptance
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of what God and nature had to offer. I ran barefooted and bareheaded over His land, His brown, rich, wonderful earth seeping through my toes, and His wind, strong and free, tangling my hair with cool, enchanting fingers. I shouted for the exhilerating joy of shouting and drank from pure, icy, sparkling streams that splashed against the rocks and spattered like tiny balls of mercury falling and melting into clear, brilliant quicksilver.My summer days were wildly beautiful. The sun prepared the land for me, warming its earth and growing grass, long, golden, and tall. I would run from the house at times, to a place where no one was, and delight in my secret wonderland alone. Hours 1 would spend lying beneath tall willows at the far end of a farmer's field hidden from all the world, happy, and buried by the vast blue sky above me, content as the cotton clouds that stretched themselves lazily, gliding like boats on clear water. I delighted in pretending myself invisible, and a part of all the beauty I knew so well.Sometimes I would share my joys with others. Two or three of my friends often joined me and we invented games as we walked along the hot and dusty road. We swam in the irrigation ditch, cooled by the lazy floating waters, muddy and quiet. We yelled as we bounced on the haystacks, small bodies swishing through the air higher and higher. Then we would frantically wave our arms, frightened at smothering, when we fell into holes in the stack and the golden brown hay enclosed us like quicksand. And then we would sift through the moist sticky hay until we cleared an opening and again begin bouncing and jumping and yelling. Sometimes we climbed to the barn's attic and contemplated and talked quietly and rested as we sniffed the tantalizing smell of the fried chicken and read funny books.We climbed the hills over old wagon trails, young imaginations inventing circumstances for every turn and oddly shaped rock. We had our secret and private domains - shelters formed by rocks; gullies worn into the land and filled with colored clay; Lookout Point, where we could observe the whole town; Treasure Island, where we found arrowheads; and the deserted farmhouse, an old slaughter house which was always the destination at which we rarely arrived.All the hills were ours alone and no one knew their secrets and their intrigue as we did.There were the days I loved life and all I knew so much that I couldn't retain this love within my body. I ran against the wind then, hair flying and arms open until I could run no more. Then I lay on my back and stared at the sky. As 1 grew older, these feelings buried themselves beneath problems and life and frustrations. But they still exist, as real yet undependable as the weather, and sometimes rise like bubbles to the top of my being. On those days I often rush to the brim of a nearby hill early in the morning when the earth is free and unboundcand stand in the wind, hair flying, skirts swirling - a child again, and free.
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THE FOOTLESS HALLS by Robert Scoular
Whenever I pop open the door o£ the small silver and green aircraft, heave myself into the cushioned seat and snap the safety belt, a tingle of excitement vibrates through my body; a tingle of excitement stimulated by the anticipation of flight.The rhythm of the ninety-horsepower engine straining in its mount, the ceaseless booming of the fuselage as the craft bounces down the cracked pavement, the wispy clouds above darting through the boundless blue expanse, and the feel of the smooth control wheel in my hand - all are a prelude, an appeal to the senses, before the mighty burst down the runway and the effortless slipping of the surly bonds of earth.Once aloft, as the warm refreshing sun dances off the metal cowling and bathes my wrinkled face with radiant rays, a cool stream of air rustles ray hair and I fling the eager craft through the halls, the footless halls of space, and perhaps roar through the shredded-cotton clouds.The never-ending realm of beauty intrigues me; floating in the calm air on laughter-silvered wings, free from all sense of motion, of time, of earthly concern - engrossed only in the kaleidoscope of the passing scene. The earth, a varigated checker-board far below my observation booth, its man-made maze of buildings, canals, roads - an entire vast expanse, slips endlessly underneathA flip of the hand spins the man-made bird over a tree-strewn mountain, a mighty city of millions, a shimmering mountain lake, a conjested super-highway, across continents, towards the blinding, glistening sun - innumerable places where not even the mightiest of feathered birds has flown.When I first experienced the sensation of flight, I thought it was my newness to its realm that produced the tingle of excitement, but now, after more than one hundred hours and 20,000 miles of flying, the steady drone of a reciprocating aircraft engine or the powerful whoosh of a jet pulls my eyes toward the sky and I long for the throttle and control stick between my fingers; a longing for flight through the footless halls of air.

A DAWN IN THE SKY by Ralph Allen
You feel yourself awakening as sleep slowly retreats into the mysterious chasm from which it had crept a few hours before. The repose of the dream has
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vanished. Hopefully you make an attempt to regain the pleasant escape into the subconscious; but find you are unable to recall the dream that was etched so vividly in your mind a few moments before. In defeat you drowsily open your eyesYou feel the seat cushion pressing against the nape of your neck, hear the powerful drone of the engines, and see, through a blurred vision, the grey outline of the luggage rack overhead. The gentle tremors of the huge airplane vibrate along your spine and you finally recall that last night was spent on the hard incline of an airplane seat rather than in your familiar, soft bed.You remember the thrill you experienced late yesterday afternoon when you became airborne for the first time. You had gazed down from the window at the vast terrain against which you had been pressed until this giant machine had suddenly set you free. Until dusk you had watched, entranced, the changing of the landscape beneath your speeding plane. When the light of day had finally dimmed, the darkness outside your window combined with the droning of the engines had lulled you to a restful . sleep.Now you are fully awake and once more your eyes turn toward the window.For several seconds you stare through the glass pane In disbelief. Then gradually your mind Inhales the beauty outside your window*It Is dawn. A soft amber hue has bathed the atmosphere in the promised glow of the coming day. The firm outline of the plane*s huge wing, with its two dark half-circles made by the whirling propellers, holds your gaze for a moment before you look downward. Here, instead of seeing the earth stretching checkerboard-fashion to meet the horizon, you see only clouds.You stare enraptured at this seemingly new world. As far as you can see these beautiful clouds stretch across the sky. In places they spiral upward, reaching for the heavens; then they abruptly drop into a deep, slowly shifting canyon, the floor of which is indistinct. Towards the rear of your picture window the clouds are even and rolling like the fleecy backs of a sheep herd bunched closely together. Then, far across on the horizon the clouds form a smooth, filmy surface like the waters of a distant sea.As you watch, the clouds change their shapes as though some giant hand were laboriously molding them Into shifting formations.Never have you seen anything so colorful. The dawn has changed to a deep red glow now as the clouds reflect a purple center which melts into a surrounding fringe of turquoise and flaxen, flanked with a foamy lining. As the dawn progresses, the colors change from the deep violet hue into a flaming aurora of gold, saffron, and orange. The silver tips have vanished and in their place a crimson tint meets the pale blue of the morning sky.You watch the stars dim and vanish like lanterns disappearing into space. The moon fades, but lingers in the sky, as if it too would like to watch the coming of the day.Finally, the sun appears. Here, for the first time in your life, you see
8



the dawn free from all relationship with the earth’s surface. Neither the mountains nor the waters nor the man-made cities can impose an intrudence upon this resplendent sunrise. The sun is just above the glistening outline of the wing, flaming outward to dominate the reflected beauty of the atmosphere.Many times you have watched the sunrise, but never has it affected you like this.Somehow, here in the sky, the sun doesn’t seem to be actually rising. Instead, you feel far beneath the sun, staring up into its splendor as if you were a speck on a tiny ball that is rolling at the feet of some unknown giant who claims this same golden sun for his eye.You are certain that never again will you watch the dawn with the false impression that the sun is rising upward into the sky, for you will always remember this picture of the sun, stripped from the earth, with only the clouds to reflect its brilliance.You hear a breeze brush softly against the window as you lean back in your seat and ponder these things you have viewed. You wonder at the harmony, the vastness, the beauty of the space beyond this little picture window. You feel very small and humble.

POEM by Toni JankowskiMy hills are green and far away.They beckon me with mystic eyes;They call to me with mystic voiceAnd reach for me with mystic arms.My hills are gentle - quiet - still -And they breathe forth a tender warmthAs night air steals across their brows.And high upon their breasts I climbTo heights I never knew before.And there I call with plaintive voiceUntil I find my God - my God.My God and I are in my hills.Together, on their heights we standAnd look upon His valleys - wide,Mysterious, and deep.The valleys of my God stretch forthIn everlasting spaces wide,And though my eyes in wonder gaze,They do not sound His valleys’ depths.
9



My city reeks with dirt and noise,And deep within it throbs a pulse Of frenzy, hate, and greed and fear.And it breathes forth a poisonous breath Of loathsome and repulsive chill.My fawning city, blindly led,Is fickle, fragile, faint and weak.My wanning cosmos, sick with vice,Is small and paltry - pitiful.
And yet, within my city dwells My God Who dwells within my hills.

THE MIDWAY by George Burns
The swirl of blazing lights, all the colors of the spectrum; the gleeful laughter of the children, romping joyfully through the jibbering crowds; the uncontrollable outbursts of throngs of teenagers, young lovers and the old- Octopus"The Tilt- famous freaks e aroma y - all

timers confronted with the terror of "The Hammer,11 "c-whi^^’^nd "The Caterpillar;" fih^Sg^-udy side-js and its many obscure^a€tractions; the reek of the monkeypens an cf roasting peanuts and the pi easing) palatability of the cot.characterize "T
tticke’Adults - .50 cents, Children - biercing ig-hare of the^J^rly-;t±ekert~in front c^ig^u,You elplace and the deg 6ut-X>f your daze.

11, red and black
k -the three f ered at first, later disgusted with the overal te appearance of the employees. Suddenly you
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"Say, Mack, don’t ya’ want the lovely 111’ lady there to have a cute 111* cupie doll?"You turn around, flushed with embarrassment and answer imprudently,"All right, how much?" The price is .75 cents, but after you walk ten feet you realize that the hunk of painted plastic with the pink feathers, some of which are already fluttering away in the evening breeze, could not possibly be worth more than .15 cents.Later, you decide to try your courage with a few of the many rides offered. You climb on "The Octopus" and for .35 cents you can have your ulcers riled and your liver lumped, not to mention the fact that the last three meals feel like they are going to make a quick exit from your digestive tract. After the ride, you decide to relax a while, so you take a .25 cent spin on the innocent looking ferris wheel. And innocent it is, until you swing around to the top and see the multi-colored panorama below you begin to swirl from the effects of the cool night breeze on your already topsy-turvy stomach. Once down to earth again you wobble toward the side-shows. Here you buy a one dollar general admission ticket entitling you to see the seven wonders of the animal world. Coming out again, you wonder just exactly what world these "wonders" are from.Now it is time to try your luck gambling. In a stall to your right, ornamented with junk, you are allowed to play the pin-ball machines for only .10 cents a try. It so happens that you win a darling little, genuine, one hundred per cent refused American cotton, white stuffed bear on your second try. But it isn’t big enough, you should try for the cute black one in the corner, why it must be at least twelve inches high. You win it, but you don’t realize until later that it cost you $8.70, and down-town, you probably could have bought it twice for $2.49.Of course an evening on the midway is never fully complete without a ride on "The Hammer." You courageously walk up to the denim clad figure at the gate, give him the .50 cent ticket and at last you are strapped in and ready to go. Now that you are settled, you notice the particularly nauseating odor that fills the cramped compartment."It is nothing short of the odor of vomit," you tell yourself refreshingly. But there is no more time for thought. Before you know it you are being bounced and bumped, tossed and turned, over and under, around and around. On the outside you resemble dirty clothes tumbling in an automatic washer. On the inside - God only knows what you resemble. Then as suddenly as it began it ends. You step out of the compartment and stagger around the area until you realize you are on solid ground again^ that you are precariously tottering back and forth, hoping to re-gain your balance.You begin walking, slowly at first, then faster and faster, until you are outside of the midway entirely. Then it begins, oozing up and up and finally out, and you know that your ulcers are no longer riled, your liver is no longer lumped, and your last three meals have made their exit from your digestive tract. And all of this for only $13.30.
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ANCIENT MALICEby Endre AdyTranslated from the Hungarian by George Krajcsik
Wearing a purple cloak he cameCenturies ago from the Orient.He rode in gaily and intoxicated,Playing a fiddle and singing,Though not a man of sentiment.Reckless blade he is; hoots in my ears,We just drink, drink and I listen.Red dawns are marching under my window In long endless lines,Tapping my casement now and then.This shameful present’s the lost happiness Of the once sacred Orient,And the ornamented, foggy future Is dancing on the top of the table While we are locked in argument.I am dozing away beaten, worn out.He is colossal and strong;A crucifix, two candles and gloom Are witnessing the royal match As the fight dumbly frets along.Ever since ancient BabylonHe fights me fierce and virulent.I must have had my arrant sireCome from that place and Malice became My God, my Father, my Testament.Rakehell Apollo, ridicule faced,His clothes are torn, his horse awaits.But on goes the dance and the battle - No quarter - and down the table The wine filled cup and goblet skates.My kind Lord, my good ProtectorLet me go now, my heart is low.I’ve only had too much of good things;Too much of love, of sin, of passion,And of desire to know.
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I offer moaningly my broken lyre,But he laughs, then my broken heart.Rumbling, running is Life by the windowOf our bloody, gloomy, celestialSaint tavern. Life’s but a mart.My Lord, struggle with anotherI beg you; joy’s not joy to me.Headaches are the fames and ecstasies,Worn are the proud lion claws,Look at me - dregs of a spree.My Lord, my body is befouled;It’s cursed, worn out - you know it well.Then why this your hearty encouragement?Why all the wine and blood libation?For all that I shall go to hell.My Lord, I, strolling, poor servant,Cheated, mistreated, crazy fool am I.Why should I drown my wits in alcohol?No money have I, my faith has fled.My strength exhausted, I fear to die.My Lord, I have a Mother, holy woman;I have an Idol, may her I bless.Also I have a few brave dream-flashes,A couple of friends, and within my soulA loathsome deadly swamp of wickedness.May even have I a few small songs,A few sensual wild new verses?But see? - I want to tumble nowUnder the table, under the spell;Here in this conflict of Universes.My Lord dismiss your gloomy servant,There’s none but Certainty any more.The Ancient Certain, the sure disaster,Don’t charm me, don’t threaten, don’t make me drink; My Lord, I will drink no more.Immolated, I quake with terror,For I have, alas, a weak, bad spine.I bow to you for the last timeDashing my wine cup to the groundMy Lord, I submit - You’re divine.I can only stare as he mountsHis black stallion, and laughs from his heart.Pagan songs and wild orgiasAre leading him on with banned furies.The wind blows fiercly at his depart.13
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He keeps on riding toward the West,To new pagan rites - without doubt.And I, with crucifix and broken wine cup, With pierced heart and a distorted faith Under the table, stretch out.
The original title of the poem is Os Rajan. This poem first appeared in 1906 in a publication titled Uj Versek (new poems).

DECEMBER EIGHTEENTH
by Margie Gully

1 know I was silly; an old woman such as 1 should be beyond the stage of writing in diaries, but I guess when you start a thing as a kid, you just keep right on with it. I'd forgotten all about such childish habits until I was cleaning out my dresser drawers this morning and found a small book in the top drawer. I picked it up and thumbed through the yellow-stained pages that were scrawled with hasty writing, until the writing ended at December 18, 1959.’’Dear Diary,’’Walt called at five this morning. I had been sound asleep when the phone rang, and I was still groggy when I picked up the receiver. The voice on the other end was cheerful.’"Hi, Ma. Guess what - I got a leave for over Christmas, after all.Look here - I’m in Bowman now and I’ll hitch the rest of the way home.’“I started to protest, but he hung up and I knew there was nothing I could do to stop him, so I went into the kitchen and started the coffee, then listened to the radio. The weather report came on as I sipped the steaming brew. I’ll never forget those words: ’A blizzard is expected later this morning. The present temperature is 17° below zero.' And my boy was coming home."Dad got up about six and 1 chatted with him about Walt coming. We were both excited. Walt was our only child, and when he had written that he wouldn’t make it home for Christmas, we had both been terribly disappointed. But now our boy was coming home, and the world seemed to burst with warmth and beauty, except for a thought that raced through my mind, 'He isn't warm. He's out there with the cold and the blizzard.’"Dad and I talked and planned the reception we would have for him.
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I’d bake some cookies and clean up the house, and we would celebrate like old times all over again. I was mixing the batter for the cookies when I looked out the window and saw the glassy, white icicles and the heavily crusted snow that gleamed blue-white, mirroring the cold.”It was ten o’clock when the wind came up, howling aftd-screaming, pounding at the windows; we could feel its icy claws, even inside the house. Within fifteen minutes, large, cottony snow flakes swirled and cascaded like a frozen flood, and I couldn’t even see the big oak that stood only ten yards from my bedroom window.’’Bowman was 150 miles away, so Dad and I figured that even if Walt should have some difficulty catching a ride, he would be home by noon.’’But noon came and went without Walter. At one o’clock I phoned my sister on the other side of town. She told me to calm down. ’He is probably sitting in some gas station, warming his toes and telling jokes, waiting for the storm to let up a little.’ But I remembered the wide, vacant country between here and Bowman, a country where gas stations and even houses were far apart and few, and I wasn’t reassured. At 2:30 I sat down on the big sofa in the front room and watched the second hand on my watch inch around; watched the minute hand crawl between black marks, then saw the hour hand lumber for numerals two to three to four. Finally, I no longer saw anything but a white blur on a vague, pink background that might have been my wrist.”It was black dark outside when the phone jangled somewhere far away.I heard it, but I didn’t hear it, and the answering voice was muffled.Then Dad came into the room and took my hand, and everything sharpened into jaggled angles and squares as I heard his voice: ’Mary, they found our boy.He was lying in a ditch; they could only see his red shirt through the snow cover.’”

DOES SHE OR DOESN’T SHE? by (Walter Marchand)
The palms of my sweaty hands stuck slightly to the cold steering wheel as I swung the sleek ’58 Chrysler around the corner and skidded to a halt in front of the snow-capped Youth Center. I could feel my white shirt rubbing a raw spot into the back of my neck and tighten around my Adam’s apple. Why not admit it? I was nervous - real nervous. But why should I be? Here I was, a Sophomore in high school and I had already become quite experienced in this dating business. Why, I might even be called suave or debonair. Yet I was still scared. I had worked every angle to get a date with Janet tonight and now here she was, sitting right beside me. Half the high school was
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chasing after her, even the Senior basketball players, so I had to make a smashing impression tonight at the dance or be trampled by the others waiting in line.
forehead. I rounded car door for Janet.

With a flip of the polished chrome handle, I casually swung the door open and slid from behind the wheel into the crisp December night. The fresh, biting air chewed at the after shave lotion on my face and cooled my dampthe front of the freshly waxed automobile and unlocked the Her soft blue eyes caught my glance just like they did inEnglish class and my heart started to square dance with my tonsils. She daintily stepped onto the blacktopped driveway and glided toward the front of the car as I snapped the door shut. The full moon’s pale glow sparkled on her silky blond hair as I walked toward her. She turned her small but well-shaped figure slightly and cooed, ”Hadn’t you better turn off the motor and the headlights?” I sheepishly glanced at the traitorous vehicle that was shooting my suave, debonair facade full of holes. I tried to think of some witty remark to regain my casual composure, but ended up flicking off the lights and ignition in silence. As I returned to her, she smiled and gently gripped my arm with her small hand and we strolled in the direction of the gathering crowd at the Center.With a flourish, I handed a pair of pink dance tickets to a chaperon at the door and in my most sophisticated voice said, ’’Good evening, Sir.”Gallantly 1 assisted Janet with her grey coat and then strutted for the cloak room. ”I’ll be right back,” I remarked with a careless nod of my head.On the dance floor my tenseness began to dissolve in the gaiety of the occasion. Janet seemed transformed, a part of the music, as she flowed with each note the band played. The awkwardness between us was completely shattered when I backed into the coach’s wife and nearly flattened her. Abruptly my cosmopolitan air was absorbed in the playful atmosphere of the typical high school crowd as we both chuckled over the dance floor collision. The rest of the dance floated by in a maze of suit coats and formals until the bleary-eyed pianist announced the last number. The red-haired saxophone player took the lead for ’’Blue Moon” as the couples lazily glided around the floor. I mustered all the courage I had left and gently pulled Janet toward me. She hesitated a little so I relaxed. What had remained of my bland air was now ground into the floor with the dance wax. Why beat around the bush? Tonight I was dating out of my class and was now suffering the consequences. I had tried to put up an impressive front, but my blunders had overshadowed my good intentions. Still, she didn’t seem too reluctant about the matter.Women!Words were few on the way home. An occasional remark about the band or the fine decorations broke the silence as the ride dragged on. Finally I pulled the car into the driveway and escorted Janet to her door. I was more in the dark now than ever about this blonde'tormentor, Her soft blue eyes teased me as she mocked the obviously confused expression on my face.The midnight breeze brushed across my face as I backed the Chrysler out of the driveway. Tonight had settled any ideas I had had about Janet. Looking carefully around to see that there were no witnesses, I broke into an ear-to-
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ear school-boy smile and wiped the traces of lipstick from my mouth.

A NEW EXPERIENCE by Patricia Duffy
Summer meant peace and serenity for the first seventeen years of my life. Naturally, I don’t remember much about the first four or five years, spentj I suppose, in a playpen or sandbox, but the next few were occupied by attending tea parties with water for tea, and by playing house. Summers eight through twelve drifted by in a haze of sunshine, baseball mitts and Kool-Aid, while the high school years were occupied mostly with swimming, suntans and boys.Then summer promised freedom - freedom to get up or not, to play or not, and to worry not at all.The day I went to work in the County Extension Office, though, just before my eighteenth birthday, effected a radical change in my entire concept of summer. The playful sun peeking through my blinds signalled me to get up immediately with no nonsense. I was a real secretary now, and had to be at work by 8:00 A.M. Instead of diving down into the warm coziness of the covers, I had to crawl out into the unfriendly morning chill and dress for work.The drive from our ranch home to town invariably took just about five minutes longer than it should have, and I would circle the Post Office frantically in search of a place to park. Usually I settled for a parking space four blocks up a nearby hill, in an old residential section. I would park under the cool oak trees and dash as fast as I could down the brick sidewalk. At least two of the three County Agents would be waiting in the hall, since I carried the only key, and their smiles often seemed a little strained as I panted up the fourth flight of stairs to greet them about 8:15. The dry, dusty smell of the tiny office soon gave way to the freshness of the summer air as we threw open all four of the huge, creaking windows that formed one wall of the room.The days, though nearly always hectic, proved unfailingly fascinating.The office served practically every agricultural and home economics need in the county. Extension Office personnel played no favorites in their correspond ence. We wrote to people with crabgrass in their lawns, ice in their freezers, and fleas on their African violets. We mimeographed letters for 4-H’ers, decorating every three or four lines with cunning little pictures, so that the members were enticed into at least glancing at the letters.About 10:00, the agents usually breezed off on various errands, and they., rushed in and out of the office on calls all day long, leaving me to face the
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treacherous public by myself a great deal of the time. I answered calls about spiders in basements, grass stains on little boys' pants, and food poisoning from sweet pickles.in copper kettles. I sold gopher poison (Sfi^Offor' ten pounds of poisoned oats,7 cents apiece for the gas cartridges,) examined soil samples, showed 4-H members Safety movies on the wall in one corner of the office, and collected jars of dead bugs and worms that people brought in for identification. And at least ten times a day, someone came in asking for one or two of the three thousand pamphlets put out by the Extension Service.And then, about quarter to five, as I limped around the office trying to rearrange the ever present mess so it would look a little more presentable the next morning, a wide-eyed little boy or girl would tiptoe in and whisper,"Could you please tell me how to show my 4-H calf at the county livestock sale?" So 1 would get out a booklet on "Showing 4-H Calves at County Livestock Sales" and we would pantomime all the suggested procedures - without the calf, of course - Holding the calf's head up high, setting his feet in proper position, and rubbing his stomach with the show stick to keep him from getting nervous.Finally, at 5:15, I'd shut the windows, lock up the office, and trudge back up the hill to the car. My evening activities were quite limited during that summer, because by the time I finished my day's work at the Extension Office, I only had energy enough to go home and fall into bed.

POEM by Toni Jankowski
His eyes were dim and dark with pain,A deep and searing, searching pain - The pain of soulAnd not of sense,The pain which speaks in mocking voice, "There's no return;You've made your choice."His heart, a dull and aching void,Was cast upon a lonely land,A land of fearOf no return -A windswept desert,Yawning wide,Where only those in careless youth
Enter inAnd must abide.
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His lips were mute and flushed and drawn With anguish smothered deep within A soul of emptinessAnd doubt *A soul which yearnedFor things unknown,A soul from which he daily fledAnd could not speakThe words it said.
0 happy the eyes that can close with the nightl Happy the heart that can restl Happy is he whose lips are not mute With anguish upon his breastl

THE MINIATURE MAN WITH THE MINIATURE MIND by Margie Gully
A man with an old face and form, yet with uncomprehending child’s eyes, hunches squirrel-like on the black, wooden chair beside an outdated victrola in the corner of the parlor. His head bends toward the instrument as he strains to absorb every rising and falling note of the harsh discordant melody. His calloused hands rest upon the rusted crank of the machine, ready to pump life to a slowing, deepening tenor voice that drones the same song over and over again. The child-man does not notice the repetition nor the imperfections of the music that seems to enchant and stupefy him.He has a slight frame that does not quite reach a five foot height, and the bones in his arms and hands stand out like thin iron bars. His clothes, dirt- stained and cheap, consist of heavy work shoes, patched denim overalls, and a worn cotton shirt with an open collar that exposes a large lump at his throat that bobs with the beat of the music. Grey stubble carpets his chin like old velvet, and his mouse-grey hair waves close against his head. His gaunt face best opens the door to his character: his mouth hangs open in a vague smile that changes to a hurt scowl when the music softens; his deep, empty brown eyes stare first at the ancient phonograph, then space, then circle the room frantically without resting upon any one object, as if everything were hidden by the emptiness they viewed. Clouded as murky brown pools, empty and futile as quicksand’s spell, lost as a lamb in a storm, and frightened as a small - child in the dark, those eyes mirror the mind of the sitting, listening man.An orange-striped kitten springs into his lap and gazes trustingly at him, but the man’s attention remains fixed upon the victrola. The animal refuses to
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be ignored, and rubs its soft body against him until finally it breaks his spell; and the man looks down at the intruder with an angry glare. The kitten continues to demand attention and begins to purr pleadingly. For a long time the man regards the creature with a puzzled expression on his face, then he slowly lowers his hand to stroke the animal’s head. The simple action cries to the world of the loneliness, the vagueness, and the compassion of the miniature man with the miniature mind. The music stops and allows the low male voice to be heard muttering, ’’Damn kitty...damn kitty,” as the sweet empty smile covers the face of the man.

DEATH COMES TO THE NEIGHBOR by John Mugaas
The morning air was hot and moist, laying a sweating hand over everything, making it unbearable to stay in bed past 10:00. Being the only member of our family not working that day, I had slept in. I was now faced with the task of deciding whether to cook breakfast or to go hungry until noon.Sitting on the edge of my bed, I picked at the callus on the heel of my left foot and carefully weighed all the angles of my situation. I finally decided to get up and cook some bacon and toast and a pot of coffee to tide me over until noon. Since I was only twelve years old, I took great pleasure in drinking a pot of coffee by myself, a habit which my mother frowned upon. Stirring myself into action I got dressed and went into the kitchen to get my breakfast.Outside the kitchen window, the leaves on the trees hung limp and lifeless like millions of green bodies upon a giant gallows. The sparrows, sitting on the fence between our yard and our neighbor’s yard, drooped their heads and panted heavily in the thick moist air. I glanced across the yard and noticed our neighbor Fred, as he finished painting a window ledge and then climbed laboriously down the step ladder he had been standing on. Reaching the ground, he leaned against the side of his house and hung his head, resting a moment before moving on to the next window. He looked unusually tired and slow today, and his shoulders heaved with every breath. I supposed however that his sixty-eight years and the hot murky weather were beginning to tell on him, and I never gave him another thought.I took the coffee pot out of the sink, and finding it full of grounds, I went outside to empty it. Just as I stepped out the door, the full heat of the day slid over me like hot water, taking my breath away. It was then that I heard Fred cry out. The first time I heard him, I didn’t pay much attention, but the second time the cry grew into a long agonizing groan, and when I heard it I froze and a cold sweat popped out on my forehead. I paused and he began calling my name. Then he suddenly screamed as if all the demons of Hell were
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tormenting him.Dropping the coffee pot where I was standing, I ran into our front yard.I could see him sitting on the front porch of his house, gripping the steps with his hands. His fingers tore and scraped at the battered boards of the steps like the claws of a bird searching for a hold on a sheer surface, and his body swayed in circles. His old hat was lying on the sidewalk in front of him, and his glasses were pulled far down on his nose as if he had torn at his face with his hand while in a convulsive spasm, and pulled down the glasses. His eyes would roll back until only the whites were visible. It was at these times that he would let out the terrible scream which chilled my brain to numbness and set the cold sweat running down my armpits.Finally gathering my courage, I jumped the fence and ran over to him.When he saw me coming, he calmed somewhat, but the apparent agony he was suffering was written all over his face. Even though the day was hot, there was no perspiration upon his color-drained face, and his hands, when he touched me, were dry and felt like chalk. Bloody froth was collecting at the corners of his mouth, and spittle ran out the corners of his mouth through the froth and onto his chin. Tears ran down his cheeks, and at times his eyes would protrude from his head slightly and then roll back into their sockets.Helping him stand up, not knowing who was shaking more, I half carried, half dragged him into his house and laid him on' his couch. I took off his smeared glasses and unbuttoned the throat of his shirt to help ease his strained breathing. Then I phoned his wife and the doctor.Remembering what my brother said about using ammonia for helping a person catch his breath, I went into the kitchen and soaked a rag in ammonia, believing that by applying this treatment to him, I could ease his breathing.Coming back into the front room and seeing him thrashing wildly on the couch, I began to fear that he would die.”0h Godl” I thought, "what if he dies. I’ve never seen anybody die. I don’t know what to do. Oh Godl” Then I thought I’d better call a priest - he’d know what to do, but I remembered Fred wasn’t a Catholic and abandoned the idea.Going over to him, I held the ammonia soaked rag under his nose and he began to breathe easier. But suddenly, when I thought I had helped him, he swallowed his tongue and his eyes rolled back in his head as he gagged and choked. All I could think of was to get his tongue out of his throat.Grabbing his face with my left hand, I plunged the forefinger of my right hand into his mouth, hooked it around his tongue and pulled it out of his throat.After that his breathing grew worse. Tears flooded his face, making it glow a shiny white in the dim light of the front room. The froth and spit traced irregular paths down his cheeks and throat and increased with each gasp. Then reaching out his hands, he gripped my right forearm with both of them and held on as if he were desperately trying to hold on to life.
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**Godl,f I thought, ”Don”t let him die here with me alone,” but all I could do was sit there and let him grip my arm. I don’t know how long I sat there and watched him twisting and screaming in agony, supporting himself on my arm - time was hung in a balance not seeming to move, and life held on and on, resist ing the challenge and call of eternity.Suddenly his wife rushed in the front door. Just then he let out one of his terrible screams, rolled his eyes back and died. His hands began trembling on my arm, and his fingers tightened until I thought he would squeeze it in half. Then his whole body began to twitch as his muscles relaxed for the last time. A gurgle began in his throat and the last breath he ever breathed hissed out of him like air forced out the valve of an inner-tube.It was shortly after he died that the doctor came in and pryed Fred’s hands from my arm. Taking a small mirror from his bag, the doctor placed it under Fred’s nose - the glass remained unclouded; he shone a light into Fred’s eyes to see if any spark of life remained.Not knowing what to do and not wanting to look at Fred’s face with the lifeless eyes staring at me, and tongue protruding slightly from one corner of his mouth, I left the house and stood shivering in the musty heat, not yet / fully believing what had just happened. Emptiness echoed in shimmering waves around me, my stomach turned flip-flops, and a hazy buzzing shivered with icy fingers through my brain,wleaving me numb and afraid to move further than the front porch where I first found him.

POEM by Dave Levesque
While meditating upon the ways of adolescence,Where You Lord may lend a hand, not to strife.But to body and soul; Oh precious essencel Wherein may work GodBs grace, which will suffice, And mingle dew and bloom, a fresh new life!
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TIME

Now is Forever

by Gail Olson

does not pass. It stands... 
el, cold night draped in blackness, 
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A cruel, cold night 
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Over all things.
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UnheardJ
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THE FIRST JUMP by Dick Wing
I was falling! I knew that I was falling because I could hear the wind whistling around my ears, feel it whipping at my sleeves and trouser legs and feel the awful nothingness beneath me. One thought kept running through my mind, "Good Lord, man, what1re you doing out here? I thought you had more sense than to jump out of an airplane." All around me was a black void and coming from nowhere was the sound of weird laughter and gleeful cries of "You’ll be sorry." Suddenly a brilliant, blinding light flashed from out of the gloom and thunder roared like crashing kettledrums... I sat bolt upright in bed and looked wildly around.My platoon sergeant, who had just turned on the lights, was standing beside the trash can, happily banging on it with his ever present swagger stick. I glared at him and cursed the world in general for existing at so unreasonable an hour as five o’clock in the morning. The sergeant strode down the hall, a wicked grin twisting his already gargoyle-like features. He stopped after about ten paces, looked around him at all the twisting, groaning, stretching bodies trying to crawl from between the sheets and shouted in his bull*like bellow, "Awright you guys, rise and shine, young heroes, for today you may be- come men." He was immediately answered by a hail of curses from all directions, whereupon his grin broadened and he answered, "Talk your talk, young soldiers. Today we separate the men from the boys. Yessir, today ain’t gonna be no thirty-four foot tower."Then I remembered the dream. I thought of the many times I had strapped on the practice parachutes and jumped from the door of a mock-up airplane or the door of a tower, belted and harnessed. The harness was attached to pulleys 

which dropped me down wires to a, mound of; frozen clay': twa'-hundred vafds- tway.But not today. This was to be the actual jump from an airplane in flight.Immediately after a spartan breakfast every trainee strapped on his pistol belt, put on field jacket and steel helmet and mounted trucks for the three mile trip to the airport. The first mile was spent in excited talk and boasts of how each fellow would shout "Geronimo" as he leaped. During the second mile the talk and laughter quieted down to an occasional whispered joke and several too loud guffaws of laughter. The last leg of the trip was deathly silent. Two or three of the men were looking at snapshots of their girl friends, some appeared to be praying and some slept. I was so interested in watching the other men that I forgot to be afraid - as I otherwise would have been. I turned to Butch Wiedman, whc sat beside me in the truck and,who wouldjump just before me, and said, "Look at those guys over there sleeping. I sure wish I could be as cool as they are." Butch, a college graduate draftee, looked at me and grinned, "Those guys are probably more scared than anyone else in the crowd. They’re just escaping their fear by going to sleep. Either that or they’re just too dumb to be afraid."Finally we reached the airport and piled out the rear of the truck. We
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were marched to where a file of soldiers was lined up, heading toward two trucks . When I reached the trucks I was issued a big main parachute from the back of the first one and from the second I received a reserve ’chute and a large canvas bag in which to pack my gear after landing. We then lined up for our last minute instructions before takeoff. After receiving information as to the direction and speed of the wind, the regrouping point and the direction of flight, the Major who had been instructing us returned us to the command of our training sergeant.Sergeant Virgil Claibourne was an old Negro with tough, cynical eyes and a frown-creased face. He had instructed us eight hours a day, six days a week during our two weeks of ground airborne training. His piercing gaze traveled over the faces of the young men facing him. He seemed to dwell for a moment on the countenance of each of his students. Then he frowned, averted his face, coughed and spat into the dust. Turning back to us he shook his head and sighed, ’’Ah’ve trained youah guys fo’ the pas’ two weeks in the ahts of makin’ a correck exit from the doah of a aihplane an’ lan’in correckly when youah hits the groun’. Now ah knows thet abaht fifty puhcent of youah guys cain’t mastuh these simple tasks so ah’m gonna give youah these last wuds of edvice. When youah feels youahself nearin’ the groun’ - an’ youah will feel it - youah jes reach up high on youah risuhs, relax, an’ imagine youahself home comfable in youah own lil’ bed with the pretty pink flowuhs painted on it, an’ youah’11 be okay.” He grinned slightly and finished, ’’Now ah’ve had mah say. Good luck boahs.” Then he turned and stalked off with the dignity which only an old Negro can muster.When we had at last strapped on our parachutes, the ’’stick” sergeant in charge of our particular airplane load, lined us up in the order in which we were to jump - that is in ’’stick” order - and marched us out on the runway where the plane squatted like a fat, winged beetle waiting to devour us. There was no question now about our desire - or lack of it - to jump. We would go out of that plane if we had to be booted out.We reached the aircraft, a C-123, and filed aboard. As soon as I was inside and seated I began to feel very tired.. I leaned back in the bucket seat made of interwoven canvas straps and shut my eyes, thinking that this must be the fear reaction that Butch had been talking about. The engines roared and I felt the plane move down the runway, stop, turn, head in the opposite direction, pick up speed and leave the ground. The slight qualms which had, until the takeoff, been crowded down by curiosity, excitement and tiredness now began to grow into a trembling dread of the coming jump. The bile of a full grown terror began to rise in my throat. I felt sick, and my heart was beating like a trip-hammer in my chest. The thought came to mind that it was a good thing I didn’t have to stand, or all my buddies would see that my knees were so weak and trembling that they wouldn’t hold me up. ”I’ve got to stop thinking about the jump,” I thought. I forced my eyes open and looked around me.Butch, who was sitting on my right, would be the first man in the door and the first man to jump. Looking at his chalk white face, I thought that we could probably pass for twins right now considering the uniform pallor of our complexions. I could see the door which opened to nothing but blue sky across
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the plane from me and slightly to my right. I was thinking that I was glad it was Butch that was going first and not me, when he nudged me in the ribs. ’’Look.11 He shouted to make himself heard above the roar of the engines. He made a sweeping gesture with his hand. All the men in the plane sat as though hypnotized, staring fixedly at nothing. I grinned and was turning back to him when 1 saw the jumpmaster lean forward and slap his knees. His mouth moved and I knew he had said "Get ready," which was the first of the preparatory instructions for the jump. Several other men had seen his gesture too and all along the line ribs were being elbowed to attract attention to him. In a second all eyes were fixed on the jump-master."Stand up!” With this lump in my throat. I could the other men, that many of second order the fear began again, see by their expressions and eyes, them were becoming afraid too. causing a hard as I glanced at
"Hook up!" Automatically we all Rooked our static lines to the cable that stretched from one end of the plane to the other. I was beginning to wonder if I would have to be the one who was booted out of the door. Half formed plans of escape began to enter my mind."Check static lines!" A cold sweat began to form like clear beads on my forehead but I carefully checked my own line - half hoping to find something wrong so that I wouldn’t have to'jump. Then, finding mine okay, I checked Butch’s. I sure wished I was home in that comfortable bed that Sergeant Claibourne had referred to."Check equipment!" All the buckles and straps on my ’chute were in order. I contemplated pulling the ripcord on my reserve ’chute so that I wouldn’t have to jump."Stand in the door!" Too late now. Even if I did "pop" my reserve, the wind would catch it and pull me out the door. I’d be sure to get mashed up that way. I’d have to jump. Better to go out with psuedo-bravery than to be ignominiously booted out. I shuffled forward. Butch stood in the door and I stood directly behind him as we waited for the red light, which was just to the left of the door, to change to green. I looked out and down at the patch- work squares, extending to the horizon. Suddenly Butch was no longer there and I heard the jump-master shout in my ear, "Stand in the doorl" I took the stand ard three choppy steps; one forward, an abrupt right face and two short steps to the door. It seemed like an eternity that I stood there on the brink of a twelve hundred foot drop. The jump-master leaned forward and shouted jovially, "Are you gonna jump?" e \I turned to him with a sick look. "Yes," I quavered."Watch that first step," he said, "It’s a lulu."I got sicker. Then his hand hit me on the right buttock. I was like a bullet that has just had a firing pin strike its primer. "Go!" he shouted.I went.
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I was fallingl I knew I was falling because I could hear the wind whistling around my ears, feel it whipping at my sleeves and trouser legs and feel the awful nothingness beneath me. One thought kept running through my mind. ’’Good Lord, man, what1re you doing out here? I thought you had more sense than to jump out of an airplane.”

WHEN I SOLD NEWSPAPERS by Bill Haffey
The afternoon paper, printed in the nearby city, usually arrived in our town between three o’clock and three-thirty every day except Sunday. The truck carrying these papers drove up to the alley entrance of the Standard building, quickly deposited twenty large bundles, and sped off.All of the paper carriers used to meet at this alley rendezvous before the truck came, however, to form a line in order to expedite the work of distribution. It was always a battle for the first places in the line, since those who got on the streets the earliest could choose the busiest corners for the best sales results. These paper boys somehow seemed to be the dirtiest boys in town; their torn, old clothes, grimy hands and black fingernails, unkempt hair, and snarling mouths characterized them while they banded together for their afternoon occupation. Once they dispersed into the streets, the snarls gave way to hypocritical grins of true salesmen, but the dirt and the ragged clothes did not change.If the day was cold, all of the boys would wait for the truck inside the press room of our own newspaper company. Occasionally their attentions would focus on the busy mechanics and printers preparing the press for the printing of the morning paper. More often they would sit on the huge paper rolls or on the counters which stood next to the grey brick walls. Then, one could count on the weekly fight between two of these young businessmen who would suddenly spring out into the center of the room,scuffling and swearing. Their fighting ring was necessarily restricted because of the big black press which occupied two-thirds of the floor space; and the floor itself, a hard cement thing, caused more damage when a contestant fell on it than the blows thrown. Soon the circulation manager would appear and the tussle automatically broke up.Everytime I walked into the press room from the muddy, shaded alley, I smelled the Ink and the paper and the oil for the press and the sweat of the printers. Somewhere in the back behind two heavy doors, the old lead type underwent a melting process to be reformed in new molds, but a thin dull white cloud of smoke arose from the melting lead and filled the room before it escaped through the inefficient chimney. The bare hundred-watt light bulbs dangling in straight rows blurred with the smoke. A clean white calendar was placed on one of the walls every January, but by February it had its usual grey coat.
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Every day a new face was added to those seen regularly in the press room. Every day the product of this industry, the newspaper, told of something new. But the fixed patterns of work melted the individuals into conforming molds which soon became as heavy and dull as the lead itself.

THE RIFLE by Russ Munsell
Living here at the college, we are far removed In space from our families and the things that are so familiar to us. Many create an illusion within themselves that it is more manly to appear independent of those things that are dear to them. We try not to think of them, or if we do, we never speak of them with anyone, because to do so would, in our minds, make us appear too sensitive. I> too,possessed such an illusion, but I am happy to say that it has been utterly shattered.Last Monday I found it necessary to walk downtown and take care of a few errands. Upon reaching the drugstore, I picked up a roll of film I had left there to be developed. My next stop was the Men’s Store, where I bought a tie for my father’s birthday. Coming back out on the sidewalk, I found myself wondering what to do, and since I tend to be a nomad, I decided to walk up to the end of the main street before starting back to the dorm. I reached the head of the main street, crossed over, and started down the other side of the street.About halfway down the first block I passed a small shop and found myself being drawn back by some mysterious magnetic force to look again in that window.I turned and noticed a faded red sign over the greasy window, ’’Pawnshop,” and wondered what could be of interest there. I first saw a well-worn leather strap for sharpening a straight razor; a honing strap I thought. Also among the accumulation of dilapidated merchandise was a tarnished old coffee pot, a useless fishing rod, and...The broken stock was bound to the greasy receiver with an old scarf. The once blue barrel was now brownish-black. The front sight was missing and a paper match held the rear sight in adjustment. The vision of this old relic made my mind whirl into the past.The sun is beginning to set and deer are coming out of the shadows.of’ the woods onto the lush, open alfalfa field. Atop a haystack in the middle of the field, Dad and I ease shells into the chambers of our rifles. Mine is an old 25-20 that I’ve fondled during the past two months. I’ve practiced with it and cleaned it until It shines ’as,if it were new. The new stockhasn’t arrived yet so the old split stock is still tied on with a greasy rag. Suddenly Dad nudges me and points off to my left at a magnificent buck. My
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gosh, at least six pointsl One , two, three, four, five shots; the last shot hit him, he’s down, my first deerlI imagine the grizzled little shopkeeper watched me through the grimy window of his shop as I shook the wave of nostalgia from my back and turned on down the street toward the dorm.I feel more manly now in my realization that sentiment is a natural human emotion and that we should revere our joyful memories of the past.

MY FIRST RODEO RIDE by Leo Woster
The mid-morning August sun beat relentlessly down upon my unshaded face.I walked past the chute-gates of the rodeo arena and over to my car, slid in, and sat down. My two cousins and a friend were seated in it, engaged in a bull session and drinking beer.’’What are you entered in?” asked one of the fellows.’’Bareback,” I replied. Quickly my mind flashed back to when I had walked up to the lean, lanky cowboy relaxing against a truck taking entrance fees. I had paid the fee and was about to walk away when a soft drawl stopped me.’’Here, son, sign this.” He shoved a pen and piece of paper in front of me.”1 am twenty-one years old, and do not hold anyone responsible for injuries sustained,” it read.Now all that remained was the wait. Glancing at my watch, I saw it was still about one half-hour from starting time. The time stretched on slowly, with each second increasing the tension. I remembered that earlier in the morning when I had told my Mom I was going to ride in the rodeo that day, she had just laughed a little and poked fun at me. Somehow, she would not believe me. Presently the show got rolling. My cousins and I walked over behind the chutes and I looked down the list of drawings until I saw my name. Across the page from it, the number 88 stood out innocently enough. It didn’t look too bad on paper, I had to admit.About two hours later, while I was standing on the chute looking down at a snorty, sorrel mare, I realized the number looked much more attractive on paper than it did on her scarred and quivering rump. I stood there, nervously watching my two cousins working on her.
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’’Want a left or a right-handed rigging on her?” Instinctively I almost answered, ’’Left,” but after a moment’s thought I replied ’’Better make it right.I don’t want to stick my left hand in one of those traps.” They worked efficiently and expertly, and the horse was ready a long time before I was. Someone grabbed the back of my pants and gently lowered me down the skinny, narrow back. Straddling her back felt like trying to balance on a rail fence.I looked down and saw my legs were shaking uncontrollably. I promptly learned from a helpful cowboy that the shaking was a natural reaction, and nothing to get worked up about. I slipped my right hand through the rigging, leaned back until my arm became taut, and laid my legs up over the narrow slope of the mare’s shoulders. I could feel her beneath me; she was shaking almost as much as I was. I gave one last check, then nodded my head. The chute-gate swung open and I braced myself for the first explosive lunge. Nothing happened. I waited. Finally my cousin swooped off his hat and beat the mare over the head. The mare swung out into the arena and I jammed my spurs into her shoulders with all my might.She exploded, going three ways at once. Her body went up, her legs went out, and her head disappeared completely from my view. She hit the ground with a shock that made my eyeballs chatter. She launched herself into the air again, and I loosened my spurs and jammed them home again with such force that the maddened bronc squealed in rage and hate. This was a mistake. I immediately began to slip off to the left. For two more jumps I hung onto the side of the twisting, kicking bronc, but it was no use, I was going. I relaxed my grip and fell away, watching the two hammer-mill hooves suspended above my head. I hit the ground and rolled away,.’ The mare’s hooves hit the hard arena dirt so close to my head they kicked grit into my mouth. Spitting and coughing, I limped back to the chute-gates. Someone told me I was very lucky. .The next day, after watching the same little horse stomp on a cowboy and bust him up badly, I wholeheartedly agreed.

A LONG WAY DOWN by Bob Brophy
One early spring day in the mountains, Jim and I stood looking over the rim of a deep gorge. At the bottom,a creek, usually small and gurgling, was swollen with the spring thaw. It roared and crashed, and its white spray and foam flew as it splashed over rocks on its mad rush down from the mountains. The sides of the gorge were covered with four feet of wet snow, and, growing almost parallel to the slope, a few trees studded its sides.”It sure would be quite a fall to the water,” said Jim as we lay prone at the edge of the gorge and looked down at the creek.I agreed with him, and I thought of how a human body would be ripped apart on the rocks.
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’’But we can’t leave that calf down there for the magpies,” he said, and I again looked at the shiny, black, three-day old calf, its little body hanging over a jutting tree halfway down the side of the gorge. Its legs were so long and its body so small that it just hung there thrashing about, without much danger of falling from the tree.Jim stood up, went over to a tree, untied his horse, and led it to the edge of the gorge. He took a two-hundred foot rope from his saddle horn. The old cow, which we had previously tied to a tree to keep her out of the way, let out a long, loud, mournful bawl.’’Don’t worry old girl, we’ll get your baby out right quick now,” said Jim.I walked to the edge of the gorge and looked down, trying to find the best way for the descent.Jim said, ’’All right now, I’m ready. Tie the rope around you and I’ll ride away to take up the slack; then you start down and I’ll move the horse forward and let you down slowly.” I nodded, turned to take the rope, and my foot slipped on the wet snow. As I fell out into the air, I grabbed wildly for a hold on something, but there was nothing. After what seemed like an eternity of falling, I smashed into.the snow near the calf. Skidding crazily down the slope, I saw a tree directly in my path, and I made a grab for it. I hit it head first, and everything went black.When I woke up, I was wrapped over the tree like the calf, which now hung a few feet above me. For a moment I just listened to the chirping of the birds, the roaring of the water, and the bawling of the cow and her calf.Then Jim shouted, ’’Are you all right? Can you move?” I moved around so I could see him and I shouted, ’’Okay.” As he started to throw the rope to me,I relaxed, and found myself slipping. With all of the strength I could gather,I pulled myself up so that I lay against the snow, with my legs wrapped around the trunk of the tree. I was sore in every muscle,.and my head throbbed. When the rope reached me, I tied it around me.’’Holler when you get to the calf,” yelled Jim, ’’And tie him on with you,”He began backing his horse, and pulled me up to the calf. I shouted, tied the calf to the rope with me, and shouted again. The rope tightened and we moved upward, and the little fellow who had caused all this trouble bawled louder than ever.Soon I scrambled up and over the top with the calf. Safe,
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SPRAY THE WIND

by John Bauernfeind

At 2:02 in the lonesome Nevada desert pre-dawn a hot-shot from Roseville 
to Ogden passed through Sparks. Three open boxcars and three empty gondolas 
were quickly set off. At 2:09 the hot-shot rumbled past the east end yard 
limit, heading for Ogden. At 2:10 it was doing seventy miles an hour.

The empties that had been switched off as the cold white moon was setting, 
echoed an eerie shadowy grey as they huddled alone and foresaken under thin 
sheets of frost. The moon turned from icy white to dull yellow as it continued 
feeling its way toward the sharp peaks that waited patiently like hired killers 
to the west. The moon slid along slowly, unaware, intent upon its journey. 
Suddenly a peak stabbed and the darkness spread across the yards like black blood, 
filling every crevice and shadow until everything seemed nothing. Only the 
white blobs painted on the sides of the cars could be seen, insignificant and 
meaningless like a faded weather-worn inscription on an ancient tombstone.
Nothing moved. Above, the disinterested stars stared, unblinking. Soon the 
stars across the desert to the east began to seem less unfriendly. They 
twinkled as the first trace of dawn cracked the stillness and began draining the 
night. The wind was up now and the stars slowly disappeared. Another grey 
dawn. The grimy cars and the rails underneath became a shade lighter. Vague 
shadows seemed to wearily point to their owners, almost like a graveyard at 
dawn; a mass of shadows and sharp edges. The sun was up now; the sky was a 
dirty milk color a few inches above the horizon. From somewhere toward the far 
end of the yards the sound of a sputtering diesel broke the stillness as it 
coughed to life. A bell started ringing like a heavy-duty alarm clock and in 
a few minutes a switch engine began to move. The day had begun.

The bustling early morning yard engine picked its way quickly through the 
maze of tracks and empty cars and an instant after cutting its throttle, slammed 
into the end car of the six set-offs with a thundering crash. The cars slammed 
one into another in quick staccato, like the hollow chatter of a short burst 
from a heavy machine gun. As the last gon snapped, the engine reversed its 
d*iesels, changing pitch from a throaty rumble to a high pitched whine. The 
string of cars snapped again and as the last gon jerked forward, a bum appeared 
in the doorway of one of the cars. He was like slow motion. He scratched his
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head and rubbed his eyes, half asleep, looking exactly like any other man looks when he stumbles toward his bathroom at six in the morning. The bum relieved himself into the wind, unmindful of the spray, and then finished hitching up his trousers, casually, even though the train was picking up speed. Then he leaned out the doorway. Apparently satisfied there were no bulls around, he grabbed his bedroll and gave it a powerful heave, and followed it out the door.As he hit the cinders, he rolled to his knees and began tying the roll. The last gon in the string was rolling by when a bundle came sailing out. It passed over the bum’s head in a lazy arch and landed with a thump, splattering dirty shirts across the cinders in little crumpled heaps, like broken dreams.The owner, another bum, scrambled down the end ladder of the last gon. He hesitated for an instant at the bottom, and then began churning his legs, anticipating the swiftly moving earth. He pushed off and away. As he hit the cinders he tumbled away at an angle, looking strangely like a bowling alley gutter ball with feet. In a few seconds he was up, a little blacker than before. He walked quickly back toward the nearest of his scattered shirts.The bums eyed each other casually, as though not a bit surprised at having early morning company, then each went about his task. The bum that had jumped off first wore a thick black beard and was the larger of the two. At one time he must have been a big man. All that remained now was the raw boned lean look of a man used to going hungry. A twisted belt hung loose down one side past the bottom of his scarred brown leather jacket. His khaki service trousers were ragged and worn with the grit of a hundred boxcars. The sole of one of his cowboy boots stuck out like a wedge as he knelt in the cinders. Perched with a jaunt on the top of his head was a battered felt hat. He had the air of a man that had taken the worst the world could offer and could laugh at more.The little man who had just finished gathering his possessions looked to be about thirty-five, but probably could have washed away ten years as easily as he could the rail-bed grime that caked his pimply face. The skinny cords in his neck seemed to change places with his bobbing Adam’s apple as he jerked his head back and forth in nervous watchfulness. His hair was blond and disheveled and it hung loose in his eyes. He hurried around gathering his shirts, and in a few seconds knelt in the cinders to tie the bundle with the loose sleeves of one of them. The bearded one had finished tying his bed-roll and swung it to his shoulder as he stood up. Giving the loose sleeves a final tug, the skinny one too stood up, tucking the bundle under his arm. They both gazed up and down the yards.It seemed they were near the center. The single whining switch engine pulling their previous night’s lodgings was almost out of sight. It threaded its way skillfully through a solid wall of grimy boxcars and tankcars. Here and there it passed an empty flatcar that shortly before had embraced some huge industrial treasure but now had nothing left except scattered bits of wood and debris. The flatcars looked strangely out of place, like so many crushed ex-millionaires.The acid rail-bed dust that had been raised by the passage of the engine and cars had fled ahead of the wind in a moment of freedom, but was quickly beaten back to earth. The steady whine of the switch engine could no longer be heard. In its place now was the incessant rise and fall of the whining, driving wind as it swept over and under everything, frantically trying to sweep away the useless dirt and grime.
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The little bum spoke: "Any jungles close?”’’Nope," replied the other, "U.P. yards toother side a town.”’•Damn, that’s three, four miles ain’t it?””Yep, ain about ta make it over thar lessen ah eat somethin’ first.””Hey,” said the skinny one with a yellow smile, "1 know where there’s a house we can bum.”"Well hell, let’s git going then." The two turned and bent into the wind, headed toward the red light on the tiny distant pole that marked the main line as it shot out from the maze of criss-crossed confused rails. In a half hour they had reached the end of the yards and could see a few shacks Scattered off to their right, and past them, across a city dump, the edge of town. From somewhere behind them in the fuzzy grey, they heard the mournful whistle of a distant freight. In a few minutes it thundered by In a thousand clickety-elacks, leaving nothing to mark its passage except the fast receding click click of the rails and a thinning, acid, burning cloud of cinder dust."That’s it over there,” said the little one as he pointed to the nearest shack. The place was odd looking, like a freak. Its shredded black tarpaper hung loose in the wind and flopped - like so many dead rag dolls. Boards were slapped to the sides at a hundred crazy angles as though a drunken mob had rushed it, pounced and begun furiously nailing up some prisoner.
t"Don’t look like much to me," said the bearded one."It ain’t. It probably wouldn’t make a week’s firewood for one of them mansions on the hill at the other end of town, but we’ll eat. I been here before - we go up here," the skinny one said as he motioned to a well worn path that led from the edge of the yards up to the shack. As the two turned and started up the path, it seemed colder. The wind was coming from the direction of town, across the dump, hell bent for the frail looking shack. For an instant the shack was obscured by a swirling cloud of cruelly stinging cinder dust, but then it suddenly appeared again, still standing. As the two approached, an old man with a full red beard, and two serious faced boys, one about ten, the other about twelve, stepped out and started toward their woodpile. One of the boys saw the bums approaching and tried to steer the old man around to the other side of the woodpile, but the skinny bum yelled, "Hey.”The old man turned and saw them. One of the boys began to savagely yank wood from the pile as the old one hobbled down toward the path to meet the bums."Say, old man," said the skinny one as they all stopped where the path fanned out into a barren, hard clay front yard, "You think you could maybe spare something? We’ve been on the rails for three days now and ain't ate all that while.""Yes Suh," nodded the bearded one, "We shore would 'predate anythin’
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a*tall ya could give us.”’’Well sure boys, I ain’t got much, but I’ll see what I can find.” They walked the last few feet to the door together. The old man spoke as he turned to: the bums. ’’You boys wait a minute, I’ll be right out - I’ll just close the door so as to keep the flies out.”’’Flies hell,” whispered the skinny one after the old man had gone in.’’He’ll have to take the chow away from the old lady and he don’t want us to hear it. You should see her, she’s a Mexican and forty, but she still looks good and man whata temper.”From inside the shack the bums could hear muffled voices arguing, one almost pleading and the other sharp and higher pitched. ’’Like hell,” occasionally a word or two would filter through, ’’Own kids.” Then a woman began to cry. Presently the door opened and the old man stepped outside quickly, pulling it shut behind him. He handed a brown paper bag to the bums. The two boys watched closely from the woodpile.”We shore thank ya for yer kindness,” said the bearded one.”Yeh, thanks,” said the skinny bum. ”We sure appreciate it.”’’That’s bkay boys. I shore hope your luck changes and you find work.””Yeh, yeh, like to see my luck change,” mumbled the skinny one as he absently watched the two little boys.The bums turned and started back down toward the tracks. They had reached the end of the path and started down the rails toward town when the bearded one glanced back at the shack. It seemed more solid from a distance. The skinny one opened the sack and cursed. ’’Dammit all anyway, pancakes again, just like last time.” He scowled as he took the biggest one and began eating.The two continued on until they were abreast of the city dump. Here they turned and slipped and slid down the steep bank, broke the thin crust of ice covering the shallow ditch at the bottom, sloshed through and continued squishing on, past the edge of the dump and into town.The two filthy bums looked strangely out of place as they shuffled slowly along amid a hurrying early morning crowd that seemed completely oblivious of everything except, oddly enough, the time. The surging crowd moved with a driving purpose.’’Look at that ova thar will ya,” said the bearded bum,’’What’s that?”’’Thar, right thar, that’s the foth bus ah seen plum crammed full a people, and you know what - not one, not one smiling face did ah see - now that beats the hell otta me sure.”
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’’What?” said the skinny one.The bearded one didn’t answer but continued to stroll along, intently searching the passing faces. Once the bums were almost separated. A solid wall of topcoats, hats and patent leather shoes suddenly barred the skinny one's way. The bearded one continued on unaware of his companion^ plight. The little man was hemmed in. He was terrified. The bearded one was almost out of sight. The little man lunged to the left but was carried back still further. Wild eyed, he saw an opening and scrambled through. He was free. He: moved quickly along the edge of the buildings, searching the crowds ahead for his friend.Then he saw him. He was standing head and shoulders above the crowd waiting at the corner.’’Where ya’ll been?" he asked."Lookin’ in the windows," the other replied meekly.. ”Yod::don' t look so good,ole buddy’, maybe' we' should git .';s6m£ thin?' else to" eat.""Okay by me," replied the little one, "Besides;, I know where there's a 'Sally.’»"Well, let's git goin' then," said the bearded one as he swung his tattered bedrole onto his shoulder. The skinny one tucked his bundle under his arm and they started across the street."Hey,you two," a young fresh-faced traffic cop yelled as he started towardthem. "Run," shrilled the little one as he scurried across the street tightly clutching his precious bundle, doing his best to avoid a collision. The other bum was on his heels as they crossed the far curb. They twisted and jerked through the obediently waiting crowd massed at the corner and into the less crowded middle of the block. The two slowed down as they crossed the next street and then continued at a jog for another block."It's okay ole buddy," laughed the bearded one as he slowed to a walk, "He's gotta watch the traffic.""Yeh? I hope so, I hope he don't have his lousy friends lookin' for us.""No sweat," replied the other, still chuckling, "He's prob’ly so shook raht now he don't even know where his call box is."The skinny one didn't seem to think it was amusing. He almost resented the bearded man's grin."Where's that thar 'Sally' from here?" continued the bearded one."Well, we'd a had ta turn right back a block but I just remembered something, they close at nine in the mornings."
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“Wonder what time it is now?” said the bearded one.’’Hell, how should I know,” the little one replied with an injured air.’’Then ah guess we’ll have ta ast somebody.”’’Guess you will.”The street had thinned out some. A young woman was approaching. Her carriage was perfect. She belonged in Vogue.’’Ma’am, could ya’ll please tell me - ”The beautiful young lady’s nose seemed to detect something distasteful.She continued on down the street, her high heels clop-clopping her answer as they quivered with haste.The bearded one watched the retreating form of the woman. She stepped to the curb and hailed a taxi, got in daintily, smiled at the lowly driver, and was whisked away.”1 think it’s past nine anyway,” said the little one with a trace of warmth ’’Come on, I know where there’s a bakery.”’’Okay,” replied the other as he shouldered his bedroll, ’’Let’s go.” The two walked in silence. They were out of the business section now and were passing through a warehouse district. The wind snarled after an escaping piece of paper and startled the bearded one.”How far yet?” he asked.’’Couple more blocks, it’s close to the U.P. yards.”They continued on in silence, the bearded one. squinting ahead through the annoying dust in apparent unconcern; the skinny one trying to cover his eyes.’’There it is,” said the skinny one.They quickened their pace. The place was half a block wide and snow white. The front was all window. Soon they were standing outside the entrance. The people inside were all dressed in white and they scampered to and fro pushing carts loaded with sweet smelling little mud mounds of brown and white. Toward the back, four large grey ovens could be seen. Men in fluffy white chef hats were busily sliding trays in and out. Off to the right was a row of shelves marked ’’OLD BREAD.” People in white hats and aprons were unloading carts onto the already stuffed shelves.’’Dammit,” said the little bum as he rubbed his chin apprehensively. I’d a shaved this week.” ’’Wish
The bearded one opened the door and sharp executive type young man in neatly they started in. ’’Hold it,” snapped a starched whites as he started around
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the end counter. “This place is sanitary, beat it.” The bums stopped and instinctively searched the man’s face for something beneath the snarl. *The bearded one spoke: “How ’bout it friend? Could you spare some old bread or somethin’, we ain’t hardly ate in three days.”’’Beat It.” said the man, his voice full of comtempt, “Before I call the cops.”The two bums turned and as they went out the door the neat young man in the pressed whites walked over to the phone and grinned savagely as he picked it up. “Well,” said the bearded one, “That’s the way she goes ah guess, let’s go ovah to that filling station ’cross the street thar an git cleaned up an then see what we kin panhandle.”The little one shrugged. “What the hell.”They crossed the whizzing boulevard and walked toward the orange and white solid glass shack sitting among half a dozen gas pumps.“Nobody in thar, ah guess.”“Don’t see nobody,” answered the skinny one. “Wait, there the guy is, over there in the parking lot, talking to that girl in the car.”“Well,” said the bearded one, “We might as well go in an git the key ta the head, it’s hanging right thar inside the door on that length a chain.”The bearded man grabbed the key and started around the corner of the building toward the head, the skinny one following.“Hey,” yelled the attendant as he started toward them.“Yes sah?” said the bearded one.“It doesn’t work.” The man in the neat uniform with the bow tie rapidly approached, his hand outstretched.“Come on ole buddy, I’ve heard that befo. All we want to do is clean up. We’ll clean the place up afterward.”The attendant looked stunned for an instant, his face went livid, then a freshly scrubbed pink burn spread across his face and started down his neck.“Giromy that key,” he snarled in surprise as he grabbed the end of the chain and yanked.“You son of a bitch,” the bearded man cursed softly as he looked down at the pair of oozing red welts across the palm of his hand. “I reckon I otta knock you on your ass.”
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”Go on, beat it before I call the cops.”The skinny one glanced fearfully at the other bum. The bearded man’s face twitched a little, he was watching the attendant closely, almost longingly, for the world like a tiger in a cage.’’Come on,11 squeaked the skinny one as he embarrassingly laid a hand on the big one’s arm.The bearded man’s face became a mask, and he turned away. The bums walked off in the direction of the yards.The attendant had taken a clean rag out of his pocket and was wiping the dark blood off the key and chain. He had trouble restraining a smirk as he started toward his girl-friend sitting in the parked car*The bums were near the yards now. It was colder and the wind was up again.’’The bastads.” The bearded one looked over at the other but the skinny one avoided his eyes.They walked on. The skinny one glanced back at the edge of the yards. ’’Hotshot south in fifteen minutes,” said the skinny one.’•Jungles on the other end,” said the bearded one as he gazed across the yards, Intently watching a whining switch engine as it began to slowly push a string of cars toward the hotshot waiting on the main line.’’See yeh,” he said as he started across the tracks and into the wind toward the faintly stabbing light of the throbbing switch engine.”Yah,” said the skinny one as he turned his back to the biting wind and started off toward the jungles.

ON THE BEAR by Dave Bollinger
In The Bear we are presented with a fragment of the Yoknapathawpha County epic, which assumes meaning only against the background of Faulkner’s previous works.The story is that of Isaac McCaslin’s rise to manhood. He starts the rise with his initiation into the ritual of the hunt, and is taught the way of the woods by an old sambo called Sam Fathers, whose blood is that of the ancient
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Indian chiefs touched by a drop of the Negro. The boy finally succeeds in killing his buck the third year out and by way of ritual has his face smeared with blood by Sam Fathers. In the years that follow, Isaac grows and becomes strong, and is filled with the wisdom of the deep woods. He abandons himself to the woods, this being represented by discarding of watch and compass, and , sees the spirit of the woods, Old Ben, the bear. The story makes a sharp turn as Lion, a powerful wild dog, is introduced. The dog, as described, reminds me of a huge Canadian timber wolf though Faulkner is careful to stipulate that Lion is a dog. Sam Fathers traps Lion and starves him into submission. Boon, an ignorant dirty whiskey-loving Indian, adopts Lion and although Lion tolerates Boon because he allows him to sleep indoors, the affection is all on Boon’s side. It becomes a tradition in camp to run Old Ben the last day of every hunt and folks from all over come to watch the grandeur of the contest as they would a Pontifical High Mass. The third year after Lion’s capture Old Ben is brought to bay and Lion leaps for the throat. Boon in his love for Lion leaps and straddling the bear, knifes and kills Old Ben, but not before Ben guts Lion with a swipe of the paw. In the excitement Sam Fathers falls from his horse and dies a week later even though a doctor says that there is nothing physically wrong with him. Isaac buries his spirit’s father with Boon’s help and just as the burial Is finished, Ike’s uncle arrives. There over the grave of Sam,Isaac, being twenty-one, repudiates his inheritance as cursed by its past history and the actions of his ancestors, who willed the plantation to him. He moves into a rented room and takes up carpentry. Later he marries and starts his own farm. Hearing that Major de Spain has sold the lumber rights to the wilderness,Ike resolves to go back to the hunting camp once more. He asks the Major to go with him, but the Major declines and asks Ike to bring him a squirrel for a pet. On his walk into camp from the railroad tracks, Isaac almost steps on a gigantic diamondback, who coils with raised head and then glides off. Going on farther, he sees Boon at the Gum Tree with a treeful of squirrels, keeping them treed by banging parts of his dismembered gun together. As Boon becomes aware of Ike’s presence he shouts, ’’Don’t touch theml Don’t touch one of theml They’re mine.”The story itself can be broken up Into four parts: The first being the Initiation of Isaac McCaslin into:the ritual of the hunt, the second is the discovery of Lion and the death of the bear, the third is the repudiation of Ike’s inheritance and the curse accruing to it, the fourth Is the marriage of Isaac and his last return to the doomed wilderness.Faulkner’s critics say that the first three parts correspond to three separate short stories written previously by Faulkner. They are: The Old People, Lion, and Go Down Moses. The truth of this is illustrated in the abrupt shift in the character of the bear from a symbol of freedom of spirit and courage to a mere animal to be killed according to ritual.The four parts also correspond roughly to the three major themes and one minor theme of the book. The first theme is the nobility of character to be learned in the life of the wilderness and the justification of his actions which man must make to that which he kills so that, ”... my bearing must not shame you quitting life.” The second theme is closely related to the first
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in Lion, who represents the spirit of the hunt as extracted and distilled from men. The theme is that of the solemn ritual of the hunt. It is significant that Lion (spirit of the hunt), who is loved by Boon (the degenerate Indian), dies with Ben (spirit of the woods), who is killed by Boon. The third major theme is the repudiation of the land by Isaac, who as a symbol of a new Christ begins his sermon from the mount with, ”1 am free!” and ”... they (persecuted Negroes) will endure - . ” The fourth and minor theme is symbolized in the rattler, which is of supernal size. It is the wilderness crying out for a retribution that will never be. The last section suggests that man in the destruction of the wilderness destroys himself.This novel, as all of Faulkner?s work, is both regional and romantic and while being both of these it transcends their limitations to achieve a sublimity of theme in relation to the story in much the same way as truth is related to beauty.The main characters and animals are not real; not even the wilderness is real. All are symbols of man’s life and his relations with the things, people, and ideals affecting that life as lived in the highly idealized world of Faulkner’s Yoknapathawpha County. The problems faced and solved or not solved are Faulkner’s own and represent one man’s view of what is, and what should be. These problems range from the purely personal to those shared by all men. This is shown quite well in the style of narration in which attention is held by a vague threat of some foreboding action- presented against a tight±lipped .comment and/or inference by a grieving cursing fate (the author).Faulkner’s use of time is of importance because it tells us something about the symbol used in the passage and the amount of universality which we can validly apply to it and remain within the intentions of the author. The action of The Bear takes place some time after the Civil War because we are given the history of Isaac’s ancestors and the ancestors of the land up to about thirty years after the Civil War in a series of flashbacks. A large part of the novel takes place in a spiritual world where time has no meaning and other parts may take place at any time from Genesis chapter one, verse one, to before the invention of the car. The author has no respect for the rigid continuity of time as proven by our introduction to a hop, skip, and jump time sequence in the second section. Here the stream of consciousness of Ike and his uncle McCaslin crisscross in a turbulent conflict of the old traditions of white supremacy and practical value with the spiritual value and equality of men. Faulkner holds very strongly against white supremacy, which he says is a lie based on a geographical accident and perpetuated by ignorance. He says, ’’Apparently they (all men and especially those of the south) can learn nothing save through suffering, remember nothing save when underlined in blood...” and again, ”...to whom the black they shrieked of was another specimen...” He chooses to deal with the problems of sin, truth of scripture, and the basic rights of man in a manner that is modern in presentation, but almost Puritan in content.The book does not proceed according to the normal style of introduction, crisis and conclusion, but drops you in the middle of the deep South with a boy going hunting. Yet the book is self-sufficient in plot because of flash-
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backs by Isaac and bis uncle. The peculiar flowing composition, the underplaying of climactic action, and his, at times, vivid diction characterizes Faulkner's work so as to underline his individuality and give substance to the supposition that he writes only for his own pleasure and to clarify his own problems.The book is one that is to be read over and over, and with each reading the meaning and symbolism becomes clearer and provides the reader with a basis for reading more of Faulkner's work.The difficulty in this book is finding out what you read, not the reading itself.

STREET SCENE 1945
by Mike Duffy

Blaring, the traffic strung the street With red and yellow in the grey Dusk. People, clutching newspapers And purses, pushed to corners, there To watch for numbers lit in Street- Car Cyclop's eye. Bleak wind blew dust In whirlwinds down the gutter, chilled The necks of corner-crowds. A few Stepped on each trolley, trundled home To dinner from cold cartons, warmed.The land of the free at 5:05.The wooden staircase groaned beneathOur footfall. Dumb, we moved to meetCharon, the stern conductor, thereTo feel for dimes through pocket lint,Ask change, and redden to his glare;Go home. Passed clanking ink smell up Through walk grates; bread shop's steamy glass; Sad laughter from the tavern; meat And sawdust tang and butcher's grin.Then form in window mirrored. Stunned Awareness of self. I turned again And faced the tide a stranger then.I had known death.
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POEM by (Beatrice Sumter)Why does a roaring waterfallAttract the hearts of men,When, close beside, a gentle pool Lies quiet and unseen?Why is it, a young slender tree That bends with every gust Is sought, but the unyielding tree Is shunned in deep disgust?Why does that slender tree that bends Attract the eyes of men,While, silent, the unbending tree Withstands the winds of time?Why,;to a raucous, shallow voice,Do most men rally ’round,When deepening wisdom throbs beneath The lips that make no sound?What makes men clamor for the loud And shun the silent one?For shallow lips, like water, murmur But the deep are dumb.

AN IMPRESSION OF ’’UPON JULIA’S CLOTHES” by Tom TokarskiWhenas in silks my Julia goes,Then, then, methinks how sweetly flows The liquefaction of her clothes.Next, when; I cast my eyes, and see That brave vibration, each way free,Oh, how that glittering taketh me!- Robert HerrickA lasting and befuddling epitome, that the love of a woman endures oblivious to the failings, even to the desire and fortune of the man she loves, appears to bear upon this poem. ’’Upon Julia’s Clothes” just is, like a woman’s love. It neither taxes the intelligence of the reader nor cares too much for a vow of his passion.But, like itself and a woman’s love, effacing and simple, the poem wins the
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patient notice of the reader, which has long since spelled one word of devotion to magnificent it: ’’immortal.” We must not look for the gem of its beauty in an exposition of the poet’s motives that transpired the poem, for the poet himself did not claim them. The poem has motives of itself, as a woman’s love is the one motive of itself, and the poet works with a mysterious hand that does, without probing the spurious context of how and where it does. In ’’Upon Julia’s Clothes,” the unseen hand of Herrick slates away the clouding presence of himself, the reader, this classroom, and unshades a brighter light of a new day, when these presences are better defined from their former mist by the brilliance of that sudden new lamp, over there, across an unseen way. The revelation of Julia’s clothes is a new lamp, demure enchantment to the reader, and that lamp is distraction, the forgotten, it isn’t important, conversation still spoken, like woman’s love.The reader does not think this when he reads of Julia’s clothes, nor should he. The poem itself precludes all speculation, and readers do not banter about merit, nor explain - we partake. Where the poem meets readers, on the plane each calls his own, in an offside nook, there a little mystery verges, there readers partake in a slight new creation, not even a full rend of thought, the eavesdropping on a half-told story. We are concerned with the particles of Julia’s clothes, as they fleck off the scattered rhyme and alliteration of Herrick’s poem, to lodge in the half-meant clasps of the reader’s sensations.Such particles own, by reason of the strange enamor they effect in readers, and spark the disclosure of untold stories: at the touch of reader’s thoughts, mystery widens its fringe, a passing revelation electrifies, perhaps with this sudden humerous light, ’’That brave vibration, each way free,/ Oh, how that glitte ing taketh me!” When contrasted with the usual exclamation to the charm of the female walk, these lines conjure another half-told story, defined a little by the idle light of forgetting - laughter.That stories are half-told, that the ribbing of a tale is not wretched into the searing, and In a way blinding light of explanation in this poem, is a virtue Readers do not own the depths of untold stories, and explanation can confer a false sense of ownership. Untold stories - by this I mean the flitting rhythm and the refinement of sounds that so well conjure a mood of surprise - belong in the particles of Julia’s clothes, for there alone do they coalesce in their great est mystery and revelation, under the aspect of unqualified delight.That readers or poet do not own - this is important. Whatever is owned is not fit treasure, and whatever cleaves from our sense of possesion is our richest chest. Who knows Julia? Perhaps Herrick did, but he did not know her the minute he wrote the poem. He .was in an offside nook where Julia did not live, and there Herrick, lost to his plane of conscious, conversed with the mystery of her silks, and knew a revelation.’’Upon Julia’s Clothes” is not a momentous poem.„ The momentous protrudes from the daylight of understanding, and sweeps the care of men for themselves - for the persons they think they are - to the awful tides of fear and pride.’’Upon Julia’s Clothes” is distraction, a mustard seed of sudden growth in the only momentous world, the one we can never quite grasp, where unseen hands unwrap the mystery forever, and become continually more lost in the strewn wrap-
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pings. It’s sudden growth is the recognition of beauty which possesses readers of that richest chest, their true selves aloft in a real world - the beautiful lives only in the real world.A woman’s love and this poem are launches into the real world. In this way each is momentous, that each luxuriously flings away the rational will to please, and miserly guards the seed which foments of itself the perfection of person, ratio and will. Both consent to the mystery of life, and find enjoyment thus in what they see.

NIGHT THOUGHTS by John Bauernfeind
The whistle calls, it pleads and moans,It beckons, it taunts then finally it fades. The room is still, the curtains rustle,I rise and look out at the midnight hustle. It’s icy bright and the stars are cold.A desert night and a desert soul.And now I hear a cricket chirp,A hundred join; they taunt my fate.Why can’t I leave - why can’t I break?My soul cries out - strange wind, salt air. What have 1 done? It’s not my way.I cannot breathe, its crushing me -I move for the door and my woman turns,She’s deep asleep in the arms of trust - I cannot move, I cannot go -Maybe tomorrow in the burn of the sun.I’ll tell her I’m going.I’m off again - on the run.

COUNTRY ROAD by Sandy Rosager
An out of the way country road winds and coils its way through green hilly pastureland in eastern Montana on the way to my grandfather’s farm. Infrequently
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travelled upon and wide enough for only one car, the hard dirt road is eroded and grooved with jagged ruts and gullies, caused by the turbulent streams of water that tear down it during the spring rains. The rough road clings and bends with the gently rolling coolies that are dotted by clumps of prickly cactus, aromatic sagebrush, colorful bunches of bluebells and golden buttercups. Standing idly on the sloped green hills, placid, cud-chewing cattle, their red hides matted and dusty, gaze passively into the brilliantly topaz sky. The only sounds marring the parched summer silence are the lighthearted trill- of a yellowbreasted meadow lark, silhouetted gracefully against the burning sun as he flits high in the air; and the drowsy hum of grasshoppers and crickets. Battered by the forces of wind, rain, and snow, stout wooden posts, linked by taut barbed wire, imprison the road, shutting it off from the vast expanse of the prairie hills. Sloping gently down from the fence, and dipping up again to meet the road is a shallow ditch, a tangled undergrowth of sweet-smelling wild rosebushes, their fragile blossoms tinged a delicate pink; hardy, yellow-flowered mustard weeds; and abundant clumps of fresh sweet-clover. Along the ditch, thickets of chokecherry bushes, laden with clusters of juicy purple berries, tempt the occasional passer-by. A slight rustle among the thick bushes betrays the presence of a wild-eyed rabbit, frightened by the alien presence of man.

POEM by (Beatrice Sumter)
My body is a timbered house Of old and sagging logs.My studdings stand unwillinglyNeath weights of sodden fleshWhich droop, like loosely papered walls, Away from lathing boards.The broken, grimy windows are My senses dimly lit.Because their shattered panes let in The least select of life,The grime of knowledge will, through them, No further light permit.The fearsome echoes in my house,Alone, are yet alive -The echoes of my wretched soulWhich speak of goals not reached;Of hasty, spiteful, vengeful voice;Of love repaid with hate;Of lack of will to strive.
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GOETHE’S FAUST

A DISCUSSION ON TWO AUTHORS

by John Lopach

The varieties of thinking and the value judgments which inform Goethe’s 
Faust present themselves to the Roman Catholic reader as terrifying partial 
truths; they are the ideas which tore and divided Christianity and, today, 
they form the attitude of the pessimist. Faust’s personal strength, 
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The Christian can both admire the courage and shudder at the waywardness
of the philosophy of of human nature. Goethe 

o acT^al^e --^h^,lv alone i^Trr-a^eking absolute 
ristian, a hope^ss coridiMp^. Goethe claims that 
e, that he neverwsts in abh^v^^b|t<!t but, realizing 
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cactly in this solipsi 
stand. Even in the aft 
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f German Romantic!§ 
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the imperfect^ 
something Jiij 
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admittedly ap 
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In this first principle, the affirmation of the Wit 
fault, and greatest sin,<of Goethe and Faust; it ;$!

Goethe’s

s, inqeed, ridiculous that a man 
strength of his own will.

1, we discover the true 
basically an affirmation of

self-will. When a man finds himself aj/6ne in theyworld, a stranger, reliant 
only on his own inner strength to satisfy his, desires, his natural reaction is
to despair. Faust's terrible endurance comesh rtially from pride, partially
from a fear that MephistopheTas wil 1 win ^^iH^^ul, and partially from Goethe’s 
idealism. But the >s-tra«g<r in the world 
Goethe, no Mephistoppedes: he is truliy
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In the last analysis, Goethe went astray because he lost contact with 
reality. His view of human nature is incomplete; thus, his entire system of
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thought and all its ramifications will also be incomplete and progressively less convincing. If Faust was granted heaven - I leave it to Another to decide this point - he was granted it only because of his sincerity and his blindness to, not rejection of, truth. Like many a solipsist and rigorous logician, he had lost himself in his own mind and desires, and was, in the realistic sense, quite insane. He was, most likely, incapable of a judgment which could conform to reality. His reality was subjective. To put Faust in this context, and to see Goethe as the creator of this Faust, is to place the work in a setting in which it may be more readily judged. Once we see Goethe’s lack of consistency with reality, we will no longer clamor for consistency.Once we have grown familiar with Goethe’s philosophical positions and have compared them with our own, we will no longer feel unrest and can read and appreciate the drama as a work of art.The Christian is not alone in the world in the same sense as was Goethe’s Faust. Realizing the fact of his incomplete nature, realizing that his happiness drive cannot be satisfied with anything less than Perfection, the Christian has already squared with reality. Not only does the Christian strive, but he is actively aided by the End he moves toward. Indeed, the beautiful and saving fact, for the Christian, is that his attainments remain with him: even in this world - exactly in this world - the Christian becomes, little by little, that Perfect End he seeks.The tragedy, then, of Goethe and of his Faust is that their reality is not reality, Faust’s faith in himself and its terrible ramifications are frightening because they are unrealistic madness. If Faust was conscious enough to be an evil man, he was the most evil of men. His sin was that of Lucifer: total self-assertion.
BERNANOS’ DIARY OF A COUNTRY PRIESTGeorge Bernanos’ young Cur5*, sickly, courageous, humble, assumes his pastoral duties and at once finds himself in contact with reality. He is the man who compels life to reward him with sanctity because he has consciously fought to find truth, and, in finding truth by degrees, has almost unconsciously assumed Godliness. What impresses the reader is not the Curb’s holiness; we accept his holiness even from his first words. Rather, we are impressed by his depth, his honesty, his truth. He achieves his sanctity not only through the consistency and the strength of his will, but primarily through his knowledge and understanding of life and from the spirit of wonder which naturally flows from his closeness to reality.The Curb’s meditations on the grandeur of the French countryside, his penetration of personalities - of persons not individuals, his lack of callousness (a lack effected by his youthful, searching, sensitive mind), his honest, penetrating examinations into the essences of sin, sanctity, women, pride - all are expressions of a true sanctity, perhaps a sanctity which only the Twentieth Century can call her own. These qualities are not to be lightly overlooked, nor are they to be easily categorized as recognizable qualities of
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sainthood, unattainable to the average man. Above allj these qualities are not to be termed poetic in the sense of romantic sensitivity. These are the proper expressions of the personality of the Christian Humanist, a human person who has come face to face with reality as is - reality as God-bathed.It is most difficult to comment upon this book. It is too close to truth, too close to the Ideal-in-concrete, for the student to express much more than wonder about it. Throughout the work pervades that French spirit of realism, that aquaintance with the essences of both good and evil, which is so characteristic of the Christian literary renaissance in France. As we read such works, the thought strikes us that here are the bearers of truth and that their thinking is the hope of Christianity, The contemporary spirit of Godless (for several reasons) pessimism, contemporary thought tinged with the profile of despair, can be answered only with contemporary patterns of thought centering in the real strength of Scholastic philosophy: the stable, center-of-the-road, argumentum ad conscientia. ’’Consciousness” was for Thomas Aquinas what wonder and ’’presence” must be for us. Aquinas didn’t face the epistemological, nor the same ethical problems which we face: he was a theologian and a metaphysician. But for the contemporary Christian apologist, philosophy must be called upon to make applications in the realm of practicality. Theology must be brought out of the categories, where Truth lies frozen in the language of scholastic distinctions, and be applied to the flesh-and-blood situations of real human existence.The greatness of George Bernanos is that he has done just that: The Diary of a Country Priest is ’’Theology in action.” Above all, he has gone further; he has produced a work of art and, in doing so, has made a positive contribution to Christian Theology. Like philosophy, Theology must be both a science and an art. Theology is a science in that it is an organized body of knowledge, whose inner validity necessitates distinctions, complexity, and, often, a certain lack of appeal. But Theology is also an art, and, in view of its end, is primarily an art. As an art, it must induce, sustain and satisfy a need within the human person and, until it completes this task, it has not fully justified its existence. As we contemplate the history of the Christian religion in our Western World, we note one fact above all others: where it has failed, it has failed either because it did not create a real need or, because, although it did create a need, it did not satisfy it. Christianity is potentially capable of both; it can create a need and, happily, can satisfy that need. But how many men are as honest as Bernanos’ Cur6? How many men can look life and Christianity squarely in the face, evaluate them, and live the Christian life in the real world? The ruinous effect of many modern philosophies is that they have allowed modern man to retreat into the selfish, narrowing cornucopiae of their own minds. But Bernanos forces his characters back out into the real world, compels them to come to*grips with Realityfih its,fullness, and, from there; allows them to make their way.to God.Bernanos has done a great service to Theology and to Christianity, a service of explication. He has encompassed the life of Christ in a real Christian man, has examined it penetratingly, has understood it, and has made of it a beautiful and compelling work of art. And he has done so through a masterful spirit of understatement, understatement of a new kind: saintliness
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grows out of a human nature which, without grace, is blackness; the path to saintliness is a shaded one, the traveller meets much blackness and many obstacles. A saint is a saint only at the moment after death, when meritorious acts cease. Even the Curd’s beautiful last words are essentially human, spoken out of wonder, uttered somewhere along the shaded path: ’’Does it matter?Grace is everywhere.,..”

POEM by (Beatrice Sumter)
I wondered why she seldom spoke When carelessly, X said,”If silence causes loneliness, Do words cause equal dread?"

And then one day I clearly saw That pain can stop the tongue -That words which cried out to be said Remained unspoken - dumb.
She only sought to hide this pain Away from searching eyes.For she who knows but words of love,. The words of wrath surprise.
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